Pivot Learning
Supporting Leaders. Responsive to Educators.
Pursuing Educational Justice.
Pivot Learning refers to both Pivot Learning and our subsidiary, the Consortium on Reaching
Excellence in Education (CORE).

The Focus of Our Work

Curriculum and
Instruction

Prevention and
Intervention

Secondary School
Transformation

We facilitate the adoption
and implementation
of high-quality,
standards-aligned
instructional materials.

We collaborate with
educators to implement
targeted, research-based
interventions, and to improve
special education systems.

We support the
implementation of
college and career
pathways and
school redesign.

Research and Partnerships
Across all of our services and programs, we engage in
research and strategic partnerships to expand awareness
about the most critical issues in education and the impact
of our work in pursuing educational justice.

pivotlearning.org | corelearn.com

Our mission is to partner with educators to design
and implement solutions to their greatest challenges,
together pursuing greater educational justice.

How We Work
Pivot Learning is a technical assistance nonprofit based in Oakland, CA. In order to achieve real
improvement in student outcomes, we leverage a user-centered design model to collaborate
with educators.
We design agile
solutions

>

Measure their
effectiveness

>

Determine their potential for
sustainability & scalability

Our Organizational Values
We are committed to improving teaching and learning
in alignment with our organizational values: educational
justice; sustainable change; nimble, scalable solutions;
and a focus on results.

Our Partners
Pivot Learning works collaboratively with partners in
every sector — from districts and public agencies to
curriculum publishers, nonprofits, and community-based
organizations. We are especially grateful to our diverse
group of funders.

>

And deploy them in our
nation’s neediest schools
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Our History
Pivot Learning was founded more than 20 years ago
and developed the “cycle of inquiry,” which is still used
today by educators as a way to assess student needs and
improve outcomes.
Now with nearly 100 educational experts on our team,
Pivot Learning continues to partner with district and
school leaders to support sustainable systems change
and to deliver high quality professional learning.
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DISTRICTS
in California alone.
We serve more than

1.5 million
STUDENTS NATIONWIDE

